
THINK.TANK.II 
SPACES WHERE PEOPLE 
CAN BE CREATIVE

FLOOR TRACK
Low floor connection,  
not offset

SCREEN THICKNESS
Flush-fitting surface on all elements 
(glass, wall, door)

LIGHTING
Pendant or ceiling-mounted  
light available (see reverse)

CORNER POSTS

CEILING
Acoustic properties



MODULE OVERVIEW

Wall module

 + Organiser accessories and monitor 
mounting available

 + Wire management system can be integrated 
in the modules 

 + With reversible trims

 + Lots of design options 
(fabric, melamine, paint) 

Ceiling construction

 + Modular panelled ceiling for fast, 
quiet assembly

 + Acoustic properties

 + Integral ventilation

 + Pendant or ceiling-mounted light 
available

Glass modules

 + Supplied as complete modules

 + No need to bolt to the floor

 + bonded glass surfaces  
(flush glazing)

 + Uniform thickness across all 
elements

System

 + Natural or coloured anodised finish

 + Individual size choice  thanks to 
variable module width

 + Can be fully reversed and 
reassembled

Module system

 + Preassembled for fast installation, 
low noise and dust 

Door element

 + Ready-assembled module

 + Same thickness as glass elements, 
solid modules not set back 

 + Glass or opaque material
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Size Unrestricted design

Ceiling Ceiling of stretched fabric

Wall configuration Unrestricted design

Absorption (echo) Yes

Sound insulation Yes, 36-45 dB

Door Hinged door

Ventilation Controllable, active ventilation

Climate control Yes

Lighting Ceiling-mounted and pendant lights 
available

Glass modules Prefabricated glass modules

Installation time (excl. transport) Min. 1 day

Reconfiguration on the same floor 1 day

Construction Low-noise

Flexibility All components can be reused

Fastened to the floor of the building Only in the door area

Wire management In the solid walls, posts or  electrics 
modules

Sound insulation Solid walls up to 45 dB,  
glazed sections 45 dB
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1 | LIGHTING
Pendant or ceiling mounted  
light available

6 | DOOR HINGES
3D adjustable 

7 | UPPER DOOR CLOSER
Not visible when door is closed.

2 | FABRIC CEILING
Acoustic properties.

3 | CEILING TRIM PROFILE
Neat covering for ceiling structure  

and concealed technology.

4 | VENTILATION OUTLET
Concealed in the all-round shadow gap for 

optimum air exchange.

5 | OPERATING CONSOLE
Light and ventilation switches standard  

version or available with touch function.


